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Torn ACL and ruptured Achilles tendon, among them. There have been times when my P. Having had more
than my share of physical therapy, I also know a good P. And we have a great one, right here in Amagansett:
Randi Cherill at Sports Therapy is the real deal. Smart, funny, compassionate, and the consummate
professional. I met Randi after having my Achilles tendon repaired, and she got me up and running well,
maybe up and swingingâ€¦ in short order. I reached out to Randi because I have had a number of students
show up for a golf lesson, complaining of Frozen Shoulder. I leave it to Randi to provide some thoughts on the
topic. It is a beautiful, sunny day, 75 degrees, no humidity and no wind, not a cloud in the sky. You approach
the first tee, brimming with optimism. You bend down, tee up your ball, set your feet and assume the position
for what will surely be the drive of the century. If only Golf Digest could see you now! Head down, eye on the
ballâ€¦â€¦. You slowly rotate, loading Big Bertha with all the momentum she needs for this epic shotâ€¦â€¦..
How might this manifest itself? With Frozen Shoulder you will be unable to: As you try to initiate your back
swing, your left arm will not move across your body, or the attempt to take the club away from the ball will
cause significant pain. This results in your entire body being off kilter and your epic tee shot remains a pipe
dream! The same thing occurs with your follow through. After you have hopefully made contact with the ball,
and intend to continue through to a full finish, in theory your left arm wants to outwardly rotate as you strike a
pose with your back arched and hands held high over your left shoulder. Butâ€¦â€¦ your Frozen Shoulder has a
very different game plan! I shudder to think of where your ball landed. Vicious Cycle of Frozen Shoulder â€”
why is this happening to me?? Frozen Shoulder can affect anyone and can occur at any age. Unfortunately,
inflammation in the joint causes pain. The more pain that you feel, the less comfortable you are with moving
your arm. The less you move your arm, the more scar tissue is allowed to form. The more scar tissue that
forms, the more immobile your shoulder becomes. The more immobile your shoulder becomes, the greater the
weakness in your surrounding musculature. Weakness in your shoulder musculature can lead to chronic
compensation putting the rest of your body at risk for injury. Muscle spasms in your neck, upper back and
chest muscles, as well as radiating pain down your entire arm are very probable complications from an
untreated Frozen Shoulder. As far as being able to sleep through the nightâ€¦.. So, I can hear your next
question already â€” what do I do about this?? The good news is that fixing a Frozen Shoulder is easier than
perfecting your putting! The bad news is that it may take a while. Early treatment before the situation
deteriorates further gives you the best chance of making a quick recovery. A home exercise program focusing
on regaining range of motion and correct strengthening techniques is essential. Your physical therapist will
teach you the safest and most efficient way to restore mobility and strength so you can get back on the links.
Remember, even professional golfers have a team of doctors and physical therapists. The rest of us are
anxiously awaiting that epic shot! This entry was posted on Tuesday, May 22nd, at 5: You can follow any
responses to this entry through the RSS 2.
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It was about us! I liked the Pink Ladies!! Roberta Anderson, a history teacher at N. Through the dedication
and hard work of everyone involved, the musical "Grease" came alive on the stage. When asked if there was
anything he would change about the play, Mr. The sixty students involved in the cast of "Grease" relived the
lives of the rebels of "Rydell High". In a frenzy of excitement and enthusiasm, the play stirred up the
rebellious nature found within all of us. Louis Gibilisco was the director of the musical. The new addition to
the Notre Dame faculty chose "Grease" for its fun-loving and upbeat spirit. One of the main themes of the play
was "We Go Together". Gibilisco felt that the cast epitomized these words. Sandy and Patti Simcox kick up a
cheer for Ridel High. Sandy and Danny Zuko cozy up in the ultimatic, systematic, perfect getaway car. Raise
your hand if you think Danny stole the spotlight. Sandy lights up the stage with her view of "those summer
nights. Watch out Patti, you can catch flies that way. Vince Fontaine tries to pick up Marty. Rizzo keeps them
begging. The Pink Ladies pig out. French meets her Teen Angel. A bunch of girls listen to Johnny play at the
sock hop. Jan and Roger set the mood. Grease dancers strut their stuff. I would cluck like a chicken. I would
blow my nose in my hand. I would risk my life by accepting a ride with Rich Chmiel. I would make obscene
noises with my armpits. I would rob a bank. I would ski blindfolded down a double diamond slope backwards.
I bite around the edges, take off the top layer of chocolate, and then the bottom layer. I eat the peanut butter
part last. I like to suck out the middle. I eat the middle first and then I smush the rest into a ball. I just eat
them! A cooling sensation like I want to go ice skating. I think about sunbathing in a pine forest. I get a cool
tingling sensation all over my body and want to run the mile in gym. I think about horseback riding in the
snow. T he stair Master Carpet. The one with the raisin guys. They appeal to the 12 year old mind set. The
Alka Seltzer commercial - I ate the whole thing. The Joe Isuzu commercials. The Purina Dog commercials.
Kelly Ardery shows off her Halloween Costume. With the main event of the evening being preceded by a
faculty verses students games, so everyone had something to cheer about. Surprisingly, the youngest squad on
the court, the freshman, were the only team to beat the teachers by a score of When the sophomores took the
court in the second quarter spirits were high on the students side but the faculty were only getting warmed up.
With Ted Swan, Neil Potter, and Tim Wilson being the only three sophs to score, the teachers ran circles
around them winning Toward the end of the half Lou Crivelli and Anthony In verso tried a new coaching
strategy, letting all the sophs loose on the court, adding to the amusement of the game but not to their score.
Coach Inveso stated that, "The scoring did not reflect on the game as a whole. It brings unity for teachers and
students," commented Mark Amatucci. The juniors took quite a beating, literally, during the second half. Greg
"the Hacker" Schafer laid in the biggest blow of all slamming Kris Baleno flat out on the court. When asked if
the faculty was playing a bit dirty Mr. Due to no practice and most reaching the age of 25, I find our efforts
spartan-like," commented Mr. Gatto matched them with a couple of their own. A close game all the way
through, Bill Wnek gave it his best shot but with Mr. Gatto eating up his attempts, it was hard to score
anything. A final score of led the faculty to yet another win with the main event yet to come. The Harlem
Wizards took the court for the second game and dazzled the fans with their slick moves and humorous
comments. The pre-game spectacle and "jump ball" added to the amusement of the crowd as well. Pete
Prodanov got pinned when the students played but putting a little soul in his pants and getting redressed he
turned out to do pretty well. Sophomore Neil Potter was trying anything to get a score, but even his potty 1
shot failed to go in. Mayor Rafferty joined in the fun as well, during the alumni game. Rainbow filled the
game with surprises, and a slam from the new student teacher, Miss Cramner, really got the crowd into the
spirit of the game. The event turned out nicely and I think they should have it again," commented spectator
Gary Wasko. Overall the night turned out to be a great success. Spectators and players alike enjoyed the spirit
and fun of the entire event. Pete Prodanov gets a little advise from Rainbow. Rainbow chases Mark Weldon to
the hoop. Mark Drew tried to keep the ball away from Rainbow. A Harlem Wizard covers the eyes of Colleen
Hughes. Simone looks on as a Harlem Wizard slams a basket. The faculty bask in the glory of winning. Pete
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Singleakis and Ms. Wargo chase the ball down the court. Schafer boxes out Matt DeRossette. John Simonetti
tries to snuff Mr. Joe Simonetti and Ms. James hogs the ball while Mr. Schafer waits for a pass. Although the
small club is getting smaller, they are still progressing. It is a small club concentrating on the solving real life
dilemmas in actual situations. They receive the hands-on experience that they may need for heading future
projects. It is a learning-by-doing process. Has someone close to you died? A Hand Plunkett they will listen to
your problems. If you want, they can even give you some advice on how to deal with what is on your mind.
What you decide to do with their advice is totally up to you. Spectrum meetings are really informal. You can
bring your lunch and talk about whatever is on your mind, and as always, whatever you say is never repeated
outside of your group. Spectrum is good because you can talk about things that have been on your mind, and
by sharing these things, you will have others to help you deal with your problems and maybe get some
suggestions on how to solve them. Either way, you have nothing to lose. This group tries to educate young
children about dealing with handicapped people. They attempt to clarify any misconceptions that children
might have by teaching them that it is OK to ask questions about disabilities. Kids on the Block puppeteers
perform skits using handicapped and non-disabled puppets. They deal with disabilities such as retardation,
blindness, and cerebral palsy. To Teach by Shaheen Timmapari Mrs.
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I finally met my long-time friendâ€¦ Yes, you read that correctly. Sara and I have been friends since , and I
finally met her this September. I tell you, the internet can be a blessed thingâ€¦ Back in , Jess was on tour with
the Lynden Christian High School band. Their daughter, Tessa, was about the same age and attending Central
Valley Christian where the band had a concert. Sara kindly sent me an email with a picture of the boys having
breakfast in her kitchen, and a note about their visit. And thus, our friendship and correspondence began! A
copy of the email that started our friendship Without ever having met, we hit it off, and found we shared many
interests and convictions. When The Farmer, with his brother and nephew, planned to drive down to the huge
Tulare Ag Show near Fresno, Sara offered them a place to stay as they were close by. It was kind of a wonder
to me that this friend I had never met would be so gracious to house three guys she had never met, simply
because I asked her for hotel recommendations. And Sara is one of those Hostess with the Mostest
typesâ€¦They had a great time there! In the next few years, Sara and Terry moved to Texas, for work, and then
back to Auburn, Indiana â€” close to family â€” and where they wanted to retire. I wondered if I would ever
get to meet themâ€¦ Then this Fall, they decided to visit the Pacific Northwest, and adventure up into British
Columbia â€” with a stop to stay with us in Lynden! I was excited to finally meet face to face, and a little
nervous that they would feel comfortable with us in real life! Their visit was the perfect motivation to get that
procrastinated project done. Even Jess is past the soccer and footballs on the wall! It was past timeâ€¦and it
kept me busy as I anticipated their arrival. My nervousness vanished in the first five minutes after they arrived.
Sara and I talked and talked and talked! We, indeed, have much in common from interests to our outlook on
life. The Farmer and Terry talked about as much as we did. Both of them have an affinity and aptitude for
understanding how things work, and how to make things work better. Terry was very interested in the berry
industry, and you know how The Farmer loves to talk about it! They were easy guests and just wanted to tour
around Lynden and the farms and get a picture of our life hereâ€¦which is just the kind of thing we would want
to do if we were visiting them! We had such a good time with them! It seems so random that we would make
contact â€” and so amazing that we would then end up being such like-minded friends. It is a gift â€” and just
a fun blessing to have gotten to know Sara and Terryâ€¦like a bonus from God! Baker peeked out from behind
the clouds so they could see what we enjoy every day. I guess God can use whatever He wants to bless
usâ€¦even the internet!
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T-Mobile, of course, is in the process of seeking government approval for its merger with Sprint, even as it races against
Verizon and AT&T to kickstart and spread 5G nationwide.
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